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elcome to the third Erasmus+ ‘Continuous E-learning for Innovation in Tourism

management’ Project Newsletter, where you can find information about our educational
materials to be implement in your organisation; and the pilot testing through our E-learning
Platform.

In what we have been working recently?
Pilot testing E-learning Events
One of the main goals of the end of the year 2020 of the Erasmus+ Continuous E-learning for
Innovation in Tourism Management project, has been the pilot testing E-learning Events in all
the partners countries.
We have given the opportunity to our students and experts to test one module or the whole
course. This decision was completely up to them.
After they have finished the module(s), they have been be asked to fill an evaluation form, so we
could improve thanks to their feedback and opinions.
More than 10 professionals working in the field of tourism and 20 students with low-skilled and
low-qualified in each country (Spain, Sweden, Bulgaria, Finland and Italy).
They have only registered in our portal:
● Go to www.cel4itm.eu/learning-material.
● Select a module.
● Go through the material.
● Take the test at the end of the module.
● And finally get the certificate which has been emailed to them.

Would you like to be part of the training?
For more information: visit our webpage www.cel4itm.eu/
or project Facebook and, LinkedIn page.
SUBSCRIBE to the newsletters and updates about the project.
Disclaimer: The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute
an endorsement of the contents which reflect the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot
be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Online Conference (Bulgaria)
On the 13th November 2020 we made an online
networking event under the project: CEL4ITM:
Continuous e-learning for Innovation in Tourism
Management project, Erasmus+ Strategic
Partnership 2018-1-ES01-KA204-050711!

The topics discussed in the conference were:
-

CEL4ITM: aims, Goals, Introduction of the
partners, Presentation of the web platform, Results; Integration of the project results in the
partners’ activities; Sustainable embedding of the project results and products into partner
communities; Opportunities for future exploitation of the results

We had prepared interesting presentations:




Reservation systems and how travel agencies work in COVID 19
Mentoring in the tourism sector
Tourism management in the Canary Islands

On the conference we had 23 participants from the target group of the project. Our official guest
which attended were from National agency for vocational education and training – NAVET Bulgaria
We’re glad to announce that the feedback from the participants shows that speakers were effective
and available for any question or clarification, the usefulness of the conference is as high as we
expected, the environment was appropriated, and the quality of the materials is satisfying.
Subscribe to our mailing list and social media and be the first to learn more and sign up
for our free Final Conference in Sofia (Bulgaria) that will happen next March 2021!

For more information: visit our webpage www.cel4itm.eu/
or project Facebook and, LinkedIn page.
SUBSCRIBE to the newsletters and updates about the project.
Disclaimer: The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute
an endorsement of the contents which reflect the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot
be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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